BACKGROUND {#ch13_sau10}
==========

The advantages of the loop mattress suture have been described.[@CIT0001-c],[@CIT0002-c] It is commonly used for combined closure of skin and subcutaneous tissue and has been very useful in palate repair.[@CIT0003-c] We have, however, on occasion noted a small area of necrosis within the loop at the edges of the wound ([Fig 1](#fig1c){ref-type="fig"}). This is more commonly seen with 'springy' monofilament sutures, particularly those of heavier gauge. We describe a simple modification to address this problem.

![Standard loop mattress suture. Zone of strangulation shown hatched.](rcse9404-274-01){#fig1c}

TECHNIQUE {#ch13_sau11}
=========

When placing a loop mattress suture, twisting the loop through 180º minimises the area of potential strangulation without loss of the other advantages of this suture. The needle is passed through the wound four times as in the traditional vertical mattress suture. The emergent thread is taken back over the suture line, the loop twisted through 180º and the needle passed through the loop from the direction to which the loop has been twisted. For example, if the loop is on the left side of the wound and twisted clockwise, the needle is passed from back to front through the loop and, if twisted anticlockwise, the needle is passed from front to back ([Fig 2](#fig2c){ref-type="fig"}).

![Twisted loop mattress suture shown from above demonstrating the elimination of the zone of strangulation and diagrammatically in cross section. Note the direction the needle passes through the loop depends on the direction in which the loop has been twisted. If the loop is twisted in a clockwise direction, the needle passes from back to front through the loop (A). If the loop is twisted anticlockwise, the needle passes front to back (B).](rcse9404-274-02){#fig2c}

DISCUSSION {#ch13_sau12}
==========

We would advocate this modification of the loop mattress suture in reducing potential strangulation. Removal of the stitch requires precise division of the suture opposite the knot and is therefore perhaps best applied when an absorbable suture is being used. We have found it particularly useful in cleft palate repair.
